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Abstract. Let f be a monotone Boolean function over X = {x l , . . .  , x,}. The k-slice of f is the 
function fk = ( f^ T~,)v Y~,+l, where TT, is the kth threshold function. 
Berkowitz has shown that sufficiently large superlinear lower bounds on the monotone network 
complexity of fk imply lower bounds of the same order on the combinational complexity of f, 
and that i f f  has large combinational complexity, then some slice o f f  must have large monotone 
complexity. However, this latter result does not specify any particular slice and it is known that 
some (nontrivial) slice functions of NP-complete predicates have linear complexity. In this paper 
we consider the ½n slice functions and show that, for three basic monotone Boolean NP-complete 
functions, this slice is also NP-complete. 
In addition the ½n-slice of some Boolean matrix functions F is studied, and is proved to be no 
easier to compute than F. 
1. Introduction 
Although it has long been known that 'almost all' n-argument Boolean functions 
require exponentially many gates to be computed [10], the best lower bounds proved 
to date on the combinational complexity of explicitly defined functions are linear 
[5]. The difficulty of proving large lower bounds on the size of circuits which permit 
arbitrary 2-input Boolean functions as gate operations, has led to the consideration 
of more restricted types of Boolean network. Probably the most widely studied of 
these is the class of monotone networks, in which only 2-input AND ( ^  ) and OR 
(v )  gates are permitted. Such networks exactly compute the class of monotone 
Boolean functions. Using this model there has been some success in obtaining good 
lower bounds on the size of networks computing sets of functions (e.g, [12]). In 
fact, exponential ower bounds, on the complexity of one output functions, have 
been proved by Alon and Boppana [1], strengthening the methods of Razborov 
[8, 9], and by Andreev [2] for this model. [9] in fact exhibits a superpolynomial 
lower bound on the monotone network complexity of a function known to have 
polynomial combinational complexity. 
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Unfortunately, none of these results imply superlinear lower bounds on the 
combinational complexity of any function or set of functions since no efficienl 
simulation of combinational networks by monotone networks is known. 
Recent work of Berkowitz [4], Wegener [13, 14] and Dunne [6, 7] has considerec 
the problem of relating the combinational nd monotone network complexity ol 
monotone Boolean functions via slice functions. 
Berkowitz [4] established that the combinational nd monotone network com. 
plexities of any k-slice function differed by at most an additive term of O(n log 2 n) 
This term is an improvement ofBerkowitz' original construction which was indepen. 
dently obtained by Valiant [11] and Wegener [13]. Since fk is easy to compute giver 
f, this result establishes that any lower bound of h(n) = to(n log 2 n) on the monoton( 
network complexity of a k-slice of f would imply that f had combinational com. 
plexity II (h (n)). In addition, the fact that f is easily computable, given its n ditteren 
slice functions, implies that if f is 'hard', then some slice of f must have large 
monotone complexity. 
However, this result does not specify which particular slice this might be. Thi, 
paper considers a question posed in [ 13]; which slice functions are hard to compute' 
We exhibit explicit slice functions which are 'probably' hard. The paper consists o
three sections. In Section 1 a result of Wegener from [13] is developed, which showt 
that certain natural candidates for difficult slice functions have polynomial com 
plexity. In section 2 three basic NP-complete monotone Boolean functions ar( 
examined: ½n-cliques, Hamiltonian Circuit, and Satisfiability. It is proved that th( 
½N-Slice (called central slice subsequently) is NP=complete for each of these func 
tions, where N is the total number of inputs. Finally, Section 3 considers the centra 
slice of Boolean Matrix Product and the Direct Matrix Product function of Wegene 
[12]. 
The remainder of this section gives notation and definitions. We assume that th( 
reader is familiar with the concepts of monotone network complexity as describe( 
in [ 12]. 
Notation 
• M. is the set of all n-argument monotone Boolean functions; 
• M,~,, is the set of all n-input, m-output monotone Boolean functions; 
• X = {x~,.. . .  x.} is a set of n Boolean variables; 
• J~(X) is the k-slice function o f f (X ) ;  
• var(m)={x in XIm<~x}, where m is a monom; 
• var(c)={x in X[x<~ c}, where c is a Boolean sum (i.e, clause); 
• Cen(f) is the central slice o f f ;  
• Pl(f)  denotes the set of prime implieants of a function f (X)  in M.. 
X~ (X.  D) will denote a set of ½n(n- 1) variables (n(n-  1) variables) encodin 
the possible dges of an n-vertex undirected graph G(X~) (directed graph G(XD.)I 
½n-clique(X. U) is the monotone Boolean function which is 1 iff G(X~) contains a
½n-clique. Similarly, UHC(X.  U) is the function which is 1 iff G(XV.) contains a 
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undirected Hamiltonian cycle and DHC(X~) the corresponding predicate for direc- 
ted graphs. 
X2.,,. denotes a set of 2nm Boolean variables 
{Xl l ,  " " " , Xnm,Y l l  , • • • , Ynm}" 
P(X2n, m) is the m-clause CNF over the literal set 
{z l , . . . ,  z,, e t , . . . ,  e,} 
defined as follows: the literal z~ occurs in the jth clause iff x U equals 1. Similarly, 
the literal ~ occurs in the jth clause iff ye is 1. SAT(XE.,m) is the monotone Boolean 
function which is 1 iff P(X2.,,,) is satisfiable. 
I f f  is a monotone Boolean function, all of whose prime implicants contain exactly 
r variables for some 1 <~ r <~ n, then the canonical slice of f (c-sl(f)) is the r-slice. 
Suppose f (X )  and g(Yp) are functions in M. and Mp, where p >I n . f i s  a projection 
of g iff there exists a mapping s: lip --> {X, xl, • •.,  x,, 0, 1} such that f (X )  = g(s(lip)). 
2. Upper bounds on some canonical-slice functions 
In [13], Wegener proved that the complexity of c-sl(~n-clique) was linear. In this 
section we prove similar results for Hamiltonian circuit and SAT. 
Lemma 2.1. Let Nu=½n(n-1) ,  Nd = n(n -1) .  Then, 
(C1) C'(c-sl(UHC(X.°)))  = O(N~);2 
(C2) C' (c -s l (DHC(X~)) )=O(N~) .  
Proof 
(C1) c-sI(UHC(XU))=(UHC(XU)A T~-)v T.N.~,. 
On the right-hand side of this expression, we may substitute for UHC(X~) any 
monotone function g(X~)  which agrees with UHC(X~) when exactly n inputs are 
1. We claim that 
n 
g~(X~)= A T~-~(x°)) A UCON(X~) 
i = l  
where 
X (i) = {xo.o, x(:.o,. • •, x~i.l,o, x(~i+~), .. •, xo,,)} 
and 
UCON(X~) = 1 ¢* G(XU~) is connected 
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is such a function. This easily follows from the fact that any undirected n-vertex 
graph G, having exactly n edges, contains a Hamiltonian circuit if and only if every 
vertex has at least two edges incident o it and G is connected. 
Since C' (UCON(X~))  = O(N~), the upper bound of (C1) follows. 
(C2) Let 
g2(XnD) =(i=, ~ T~-I (X°Ut-i) i=,/~ T~- ' (X~- ' ) )  ^ DCON(X"°)' 
where 
X °ut-i = {x(~, , . . . ,  x~¢H), x~.~+~),. . . ,  x(¢n)}, 
X i"-i= {x~l,i),. • . ,  x(i-l,0, x(i+l,0..., x(.,o}, 
and DCON(X~) is defined analogously to UCON(X. u) for directed graphs. 
g2(X~) may be used in the same manner as gt(XU.) in (C1) since a directed 
n-vertex graph G( X~), containing exactly n edges, has a directed Hamiltonian circuit 
if and only if each vertex is incident o at least one incoming edge, and at least one 
outgoing edge and G is connected. [] 
Lemma 2.2. c-sl(SAT(X2.,m)) exists and is the m-slice. 
Proof. Let p be a monom over X2.,m such that Ivar(p)l < m. Consider the CNF 1~ 
that arises by setting the variables of var(p) to 1 and the remaining variables of 
X2.,m to 0. Then, 
P=C~^. ' .  ^ C,,,. 
Since [var(p) I < m, there must exist some clause Ci of P which contains no literals, 
and so Ci = 0. Thus, P is not satisfiable and p cannot be an implicant of SAT(X2.,m) 
Therefore, 
Vp in PI(SAT(X2.,,.)): Ivar(p)l/> m. 
Now consider any implicant p of SAT(X2..,.) having Ivar(p)l > m. It will be shown 
that there exists a proper subset of vat(p) which is also an implicant of SAT(X2.,,.), 
establishing that all prime implicants have size m. Again, let P be the CNB defined 
by setting the variables of p equal to 1 and the remaining variables of X2,,m to 0 
The clauses of P may be partitioned into two sets: 
Tr (P )={QIC i=z iv~,v  . . .}  forsomel<~i~<n, 
NTr(P) = {C~,.. . ,  Cm}-Tr(e) .  
Without loss of generality, assume that NTr(P) = {C1, C2, . . . ,  Cq}, where q ~< m. 
Consider any assignment a to Z which satisfies P (one must exist since p is ar 
implicant of SAT(X2.,m)). Let {wl , . . . ,  w~} be a set of literals such that wj satisfie,, 
clause Cj under _a. If b(wj) is the corresponding element of X2.,m, then, clearly, 
M = {_b(wl),..., b(wq)} ~ var(p). 
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If T r (P )# { }, proceed as follows to extend M to a set of size m. Let Cj be any 
clause in Tr(P). From the definition of Tr(P), there must exist some i for which 
both zi and :~ are literals occurring in Cj. If zi = 1 under _a, then add x~j to M, 
otherwise, add Yu to M. Clearly, M is still a subset of var(p) and IMI -- m, but 
A Xo A A YO <~SAT(X2n,m)" 
x 0 in M Y0 in M 
It follows that Vp in PI(SAT(X2,.m)): Ivar(p)l = m. [] 
Lemma 2.3. Cm(C-SI(SAT(X2~m))) = O(N log 2 N),  where N = 2nm. 
Proof 
N 
c-s l(SAT(X2,, ,m))=(SAT(X2~m) ^ T~)v Tin+,. 
As before, a substituting function g(X2n, m ) is defined, which agrees with SAT(X2n, m) 
when exactly m inputs are true. Let 
g(X2,,.m) = A T21"(XC,) A Tr((XZ,) A Tr(YZ,)  , 
i=1  i=1 
where 
XCi = {X1,  . . . , x,,i, Yli, . . . , Y,,i}, 
XZ, = 
YZi = {Yil, • • •, Yim}. 
The correctness of this substitution follows from the fact that a CNF P with m 
clauses and exactly m literals is satisfiable if  and only i f  each clause o f  P contains at 
least one literal, and should zj be a clause of  P, then ~ is not a clause of  P. That is, P 
is satisfiable if and only if P is a (non-zero) monom. 
Note that in contrast to the previous examples g( X:,,,,,,) is non-monotone, however, 
since a slice function is being computed, the translation of [4, 13] may be applied 
giving the claimed monotone network complexity. [] 
The following result establishes that all the slice functions 'within a constant 
distance" of these canonical slices also have polynomial network complexity. 
Theorem 2.4. Let f be a member of  M.  such that c-sl(f) exists and is the k-slice fk. 
Then Vc~ 1: 
C"(fk+~) <~ n2+ 1 + C ' (  Tk+~) + Cm( Tk+~+~)+ nCm(f~+~-~). 
Proof 
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As before, we may substitute, for f on the right-hand side, any function g which 
agrees with f when exactly k + c inputs are 1. 
Let h~ :X ~ {0, 1}" be defined by 
f{x~, . . . ,  xi_l, O, x i+i , . . . ,  x,,} i fxi = 1, 
h i (x1 , . . .  Xn) 
' ({0, 0, 0 , . , . ,  0, 0} if xi = O. 
Then, 
fk+c(X)= +c-~ , ^ Tk+c v Tk+~+~ , 
i= 
i.e.,f(X) = 1 when exactly k+ c inputs are true if and only if, for some (k + c - 1)-size 
subset of the true inputs, f is 1 when exactly these k + c - 1 inputs are true. This 
follows from the fact that all prime implicants o f f  contain exactly k variables. Now 
Theorem 2.4 follows since 
h i (X)  = {x l  ^ x ,  . . . , xH  ^ x ,  O, x~+~ ^  x i ,  . . . , x , ,  ^ x~},  
which can be computed using n -  1 monotone gates. [] 
3. Central slice functions 
In this section it will be proved that 
(i) Cen((½n)-clique(X~)) is NP-complete; 
(ii) Cen(DHC(X~)) is NP-complete; 
(iii) Cen(SAT(X2~m)) is NP-complete. 
The proof methods are similar, but differ in the details of the constructions used. 
The results heavily rely on the structure of the underlying predicates and are derived 
by a padding argument. For the purpose of brevity, let 
eu(n)=½n(n-1),  ed(n)=n(n-1) .  
Without any loss of generality, we shall assume that n is a multiple of 4. 
Lemma 3.1 Let Yu n be the set of Boolean variables encoding the edges of a 5n-vertex 
undirected graph H(YUsn). The ½n-cUque( XU~) is a projection of Cen(~n-clique( Y~n) . 
Proof. Given an n-vertex undirected graph (3, a 5n-vertex undirected graph H is 
built with the following properties: 
(1) H contains a In-clique if and only if G contains an ½n-clique. 
(2) ]E(H)l=½eu(5n).  
H consists of 3 graphs, connected as in Fig. 1. 
The graph ¢~ has vertex set {u l , . . . ,  un} and is the complement of G with respect 
to Kn, i.e., the graph such that 
{u,, uj}~ E(t~) ~ {v,, vj)~ E(O). 
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Fig. 1. 
G* has vertex set {wl , . . . ,  w3,}, the vertices {w~,..., w2,} forming a 2n-clique. In 
addition, G* contains ~(7n2+ n) edges which are not part of this clique and G* 
does not contain a (2n + 1)-clique. Finally, there are edges 
{wi, vj} Vl<-i<~2n, l<~j<~n. 
The existence of H for all pertinent n may be verified from the Turan theorem 
(see [3, p. 280]). 
It is clear that if G contains an ½n,clique, then H contains a ~n-elique. Now 
suppose H contains a ~n-elique. Since G* does not contain a (2n + 1)-clique, at 
most 2n of the vertices can be in G*. As ¢~ is a separate connected component, it
follows that at least ½n of the vertices in this clique belong to G, so G contains an 
½n-clique. Thus, H contains a ~n-clique if and only if G contains an ½n-clique. H 
contains ½e,(5 n) edges since 
IE (H)I = IE ( ~)1 + IE ( a)l + I~ ( ~*)1 + 2n 2 
=e.(n)+e.(2n)+~(7n2+n)+2n 2 =½e.(5n). [] 
Theorem 3.2. Cen(½n-clique) /s NP-complete. 
Proof. Obviously, Cen(½n-clique) is in NP. Lemma 3.1 gives a reduction from 
½-clique to Cen(½n-elique). For consider Cen(~n-clique(Y~.)). To compute ½n- 
clique(X.U), proceed by constructing the graph H and compute Cen(~n- 
clique(E(H))). From Lemma 3.1, IE(H)l =½e.(5n) and 
Cen(-~n-clique(Y~,)) ¢~ -~n-clique(Y~,) 
¢~ ½n-clique(X~). [] 
We now consider the directed Hamiltonian circuit function. Define, for any vertex 
vi in a directed n-vertex graph G, 
G+(v~)={vj in V(G)l(v,, vj) is in E(G)}. 
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Lemma 3.3. Let G* be a 6n-vertex directed graph with vertices {wl, . . . ,  w6.} satisfying 
(Q1) Vl<~i<~n-l,l<~j<<-6n:(w~,%) 
is not in E(G*) and (ws, w~) isnotin E(G*); 
(Q2) there is a directed Hamiltonian path connecting the vertices {w., . . . ,  w6.} 
which commences in w, and terminates in w6,; 
(Q3) G* contains a edges other than those in the Hamiltonian path. 
IfH(X7D,) is the 7n-vertex graph formed from G(X~) and G* by adding the edges: 
(El) (v~, wi) Vviin V(G), 
(E2) (w~,v~k) Vv,kinG+(v~)l<~i<.n--1, 
(w6., v,. k) Vv. k in G+(v.), 
then, DHC(H(X~.))C:~DHC(G(XD)) for any choice of a. 
Proof. (~): By construction of H(XDT,). 
(~): Consider any directed Hamiltonian circuit in H(xD,). From the construction, 
all the edges (vi, wi) must be in this circuit and, for each 1<~ i<~ n-1 ,  some edge 
(w, vii), where v~j is in G+(v~), must be in the circuit. For the vertices {w,, . . . ,  w6,} 
there must be a segment of the circuit which corresponds to a Hamiltonian path 
through {w,, . . . ,  w6,} in G*, which path begins in w, and ends in w6.. Finally, 
there must be an edge (w6,, v.j) for some v, s in G+(v,). It is easy to see that replacing 
each pair of edges (vi, w~), (w~, v!~) by (v~, v~ s) in E(G) for each 1<~ i~ <n- l ,  and 
replacing (v,, w,), (w6,, v,~) by (v,, v,,) in E(G) yields a directed Hamiltonian cycle 
in G(xD). 
Lemma 3.4. Vk l<-k<-ed(n): k-slice-(DHC(X~)) is a projection of Cen(DHC- 
Proof. Let H and G* be the graphs constructed in the statement of Lemma 3.3 
which established that DHC(X~) is a subfunction of DHC(X~,). Now, from the 
construction of H(XTD,), 
[E(H)I=IE(G)I+6n+a+ ~. IG+(v,)l=6n+a+21E(G)l. 
vi in V(G) 
For the projection to be correct, a must be set so that 
]E(H)l=½ed(7n) ¢~ IE(G)I=k, 
[E(U)l<½ed(7n) ¢~ IE(G)l<k, 
[E(H)l>½ea(7n) ~ IE(G)I>k- 
It is easy to verify that a = 24.5n2-9.5n-2k satisfies these conditions. 
If b is the set of possible extra edges which must connect only vertices (wi, ws), 
where n <~ i, j ~< 6n, then 
Ibl = ed(5n  + 1) -- 5n = 25n 2 > maximum value of a. 
The lemma follows. [] 
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Theorem 3.5. Cen(DHC(X~)) is NP-complete. 
Proof. Again, Cen(DHC(X~)) is a member of NP. From Lemma 3.4, any k-slice 
of DHC(X D) is a subfunction of DHC(XD,). Since any function f can be computed 
in O(n) gates from its slice functions, it follows that DHC is polynomially reducible 
to Cen(DHC) proving the theorem. [] 
The result below is derivable from a similar construction. 
Theorem 3.6. Cen(UHC(XU)) is NP-complete. 
The central slice of SAT(Xe~,m) is also NP-complete, as is demonstrated by the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 3.7. SAT(X2.,m) is a projection of Cen(SAT(X4~m)). 
Proof. Given an m-clause CNF P over the literal set 
Z, = {z l , . . . ,  z,, ~'~,..., ~,}, 
we construct a 3m-clause CNF Q over the literal set Z. u Un, where 
U, = {u l , . . . ,  u,, a~, . . . ,  a,}. 
Q will have the properties that 
(i) Q is satisfiable ¢~ P is satisfiable; 
(ii) Q contains exactly 6nm literals. 
Define Q to be the 3m-clause CNF P ^ Pcomp ^  P*, where Pcomp consists of m 
clauses C*, each clause containing every literal from /3,, and C* contains also all 
the literals in Z, that do not occur in the ith clause of P. Each clause of P* contains 
all the literals in/3,. Now, certainly if P is satisfiable, then Q must be so (set u~ = 1, 
for example). If Q is satisfiable, then, since P does not depend on the literals in 
/3,, it must be the case that P is satisfied by an assignment to Z,. Hence, P is 
satisfiable if and only if Q is satisfiable. It is easy to see that Q contains exactly 
6nm literals proving the lemma. [] 
Theorem 3.8. Cen(SAT(X2,,.m)) is NP-complete. 
Proof. Exactly as for Theorem 3.2, but using the construction of Lemma 3.7. [] 
We observe that the results of [7] imply that monotone projections do not exist 
for any of the problems examined above. [7] additionally gives some evidence that 
polynomial-size monotone reductions to slice functions are not possible. 
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4. Central slices of matrix product functions 
In this section results will be presented concerning the difficulty of computing 
the central slice functions of Boolean Matrix Product and the Direct Matrix Product 
of [12]. It will be shown that the combinational complexity of these functions is 
asymptotically equal to the complexity of their central slice functions, by using the 
following extended efinition of 'projection'. 
Definition 4.1. Let F={f~, . . . , fm} be in M~.m and G={g~, . . . ,  gq} be in Mp.q, 
where p >/n and q >/m, F is a projection of G if and only if there exist 
s: Y ->{X,~, , . . . ,  ~,,,0, 1} 
and a one-one mapping t :{1, . . . ,  m}->{1,..., q} such that 
V1 <<- i <<- m: f (X )  = gt(o(s( Y)). 
Lemma 4.2 Let BMPN :{0, 1}2N2-'>{0, 1} N: denote the Nx  Nx  N Boolean matrix 
product function. Then, BMP~r is a projection of Cen(BMP2N). 
ProoL Let A and B be any two N x N Boolean matrices. Define A* and B* to be 
the (2N) x (2N) Boolean matrices 
A .=(A  A), B .=(B  B~, 
where 0, 1 represent the N x N matrices containing only zeros and ones respectively 
and A (respectively/~) denotes the N x N matrix obtained by negating each element 
aij of A (respectively each element b~j of B). Since, for all input assignments o A 
and B, the total number of inputs set to 1 is 4N 2 and since 
the lemma follows. [] 
Let A~, A2,. . .  , Am be m M x N Boolean matrices. In [12], Wegener introduced 
the monotone functions Direct Matrix Product ( (mMN)-DMP)  as a generalisation 
of Boolean matrix product: 
(mMN)-DMP:  {0, 1} mMN-* {0, 1}, Mm 
where each output Yhlh2... hm (1 <~ hi ~ M) is defined as 
Yh,h2...hm = V xL^xL ,^ . . .  ^xL ,  
I~ I~N 
where Xj, k is the (j, k) entry of the matrix Ai. (Thus, the output Yhl... h,~ is true if 
and only if all the rows referenced have a common 1.) 
Wegener defined 
complexity 0(n2/log n), where n ~> max{M m, mMN}. 
Lemraa 4.3. (mMN)-DMP is a projection of Cen(((m + 1)M(2N))-DMP). 
Proof. Let A* be the M x (2N) matrix 
A*~ =(A, A,), 
and let A'm÷1 be the M x (2N) matrix (1 0). It may be verified that 
(mMN)-DMP(A1,.. . ,  Am) = ((m + 1)M(2N))-DMP(A*,...,A*m+~). 
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instances of this set of functions having monotone network 
[] 
We observe that good upper bounds on Cen(BMPN) also provide good upper 
bounds on the combinational complexity of Boolean Matrix Product. 
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